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About This Software

VirtualDJ is revolutionary software which allows audio and video mixing right from a computer. VirtualDJ is simple and
intuitive to use but do not be fooled — there are many advanced features to explore and customize.

VirtualDJ features everything you need for imaginative performance and mixing: 

Two virtual decks for loading audio and video tracks, short clips and karaoke
Extensive browsing functions utilizing ID3 tag and custom information fields
Comprehensive mixer with all the features that you would expect from a traditional mixer (EQ, gain, crossfader)
Audio and video effects processors
Linking video to audio tracks for pre-selected visual enhancement to the audio
Sampler for recording and playing back audio clips on the fly
ClipBank for playing back video clips on the fly
Smart and User-Defined (IN/OUT) Looping engine
Real-time recording of your mixes ( Audio and Video )
Real-time webcasting of your sessions

Additionally, VirtualDJ includes many innovative features to help you spend less time with the tedious, time-consuming aspects
of DJing and mixing:  

Analysis of Beats Per Minute (BPM) and Key detection for Harmonic Mixing
Automatic beat matching for quick mixing
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Computer Beat Grid for easy visual mixing
Dynamic Hot Cue points

VirtualDJ is the most complete and extensive DJ software on the market today. It provides an exhaustive set of features for you
to take advantage of and create great mixes. Whether you are a beginner or a professional DJ, you will find working inside
VirtualDJ to be fun, intuitive and highly efficient.  
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Title: Virtual DJ - Broadcaster Edition
Genre: Audio Production, Software Training, Utilities, Video Production, Web Publishing
Developer:
Atomix Productions
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP/Vista/7/8
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 or AMD Athlon™ X2
Memory:1024 MB RAM
Graphics:1024x768 SVGA video
Hard Drive:30 MB HD space
Additional:Multi - channel DirectX compatible soundcard

English,German,French,Italian
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Asteroids clone. Lots of crashing, poor optimisation, gameplay was terrible - power-
up boxes kill you? Sometimes? What?

Feels like they are trying to make a game 'hard' by making it cheap - aka inconsistent. Hard is fine, random is annoying.. New
Review: Originally the game did not work at all for a couple weeks after release. It's recently been fixed.

Proviant appears to be an ant colony survival game. It has a tutorial, but the tutorial is literally a single screen with some vague,
Engishy info. The single screen also tells you to then start a new game for more info. The game guides you on WHAT you
should be doing, but doesn't do that great of a job telling you HOW to do it. I'm STILL not sure what all the buttons do, I've
figured out the dig button, and how to make it dig ramps. And I figured out the build button. As far as I can tell, it just lays dirt
blocks down that your ants walk right past as if they weren't there.

You are told to make a large room for your queen. I have not gotten to this part because digging is VERY SLOW. You can only
mark ONE tile for digging at a time (Unless there's a way to do more that I haven't figured out) and the ant has to actually reach
the tile to dig it. The ant will make almost no effort to get to the tile. The ant will walk to directly above it, and dig at the
ground. It will not move to a lower area, or a better angle, and you do not get to choose which ant will dig. If the ant cannot
touch the EXACT tile you are trying to dig, it will just paw at the ground forever.

You are told to double click your ants to assign them either a worker or soldier job. You cannot double click an ant that is
walking around. Your ants are almost always wandering around. This makes assigning jobs REALLY annoying, in particular
because you can't see what ants already have jobs until you double click them.

This game is absolutely terrible. It's poorly made, has bad music, has a lousy tutorial, and is just plain not fun. I somehow
thought better of this game when it didn't work at all.

For the record, I have given up on figuring out how to play this game. If someone else figures it out, and it turns out I'm just a
moron, I'll fix my review.. I love this game. I think the concept they bring is fascinating. It would be good if they add monetary
issue (create more money) and inflation and deflation in some future.

Me encanta este juego y su concepto. Ojal\u00e1 alg\u00fan d\u00eda agreguen la posibilidad de emitir moneda y que haya
inflaci\u00f3n y deflaci\u00f3n.. Puzzles have never been so sexy with or without patch. And what we discovered with the game
Sexy Jigsaw, a puzzle game which comes with 18 different original arts to cheer your players, innocently or not so much. ^^

All 18 follow the same theme, women wearing beautiful clothes some in very insinuating positions, giving a good variety of
options making it difficult to get tired of the game in a short time even if it is only for their art. ^^

The mechanics of the game are very simple, the game shows a transparent version of the complete image and the player must
possess the pieces that start around the image in the right place on the image, if it hits the place the piece stays permanently,
avoiding the player to remove by accident. Each of the puzzle comes with 50 tips, which automatically put one in its place, but
be careful because it is not possible to get new tips, being the only option available to start from scratch to get the 50 tips again.

The game provides some interesting accessibility options, during the resolution it is possible without saving the game to make
some modifications like music volume and effects, background color and background brightness until the player finds
something that pleases them. My only complain at this point is the time to select the pieces to select the pieces, because by
starting very close to each other many times when we want to select a piece X the game ends up selecting the piece Y soon after
and not the one we want, but this does not reach be a serious problem.

Unfortunately the game does not have many options of music, making them a bit repetitive, but it is always possible to silence
the music and put another one out to play. ^^. The effects on the other hand are very fun and even cute, I at least have nothing to
complain about them. ^^
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Currently the game has two DLCs on its Steam page. The first "CG Bundle" frees the puzzle-making arts to use even outside the
game in 3 versions, one of JPG whole art, one of art in PSD and one with a focus on the face but without losing quality in JPG.
The second, called Uncensored the name itself says it all, is the famous Patch that "mysteriously" further removes the already
scarce clothes of the characters in the arts, though unfortunately does not affect the first DLC. ^^. But I've heard rumors that a
certain group has this second DLC for free as it was before it was an official DLC in the store. ^^

Interesting fact about the DLC "CG Bundle", the PSD files keep all layers originally used by illustrator to make the arts of the
game, which can be very interesting for drawing fans and people who know how to use Photoshop for really "pure" purposes. ^^

Despite the small problems Sexy Jigsaw is a puzzle game that can be interesting in its own way, with simple commands and well-
made arts the game can easily provide several hours of fun, and if you think that has not been enough only restart and start
again. Just be careful because the game is "hot" with or without the patch. ^^. Im new to VR. (just got my Rift) and this was one
of the first escape room games I have played. I got the whole Blue Entropy bundle and I would say the that all in all the games
are pretty good. Graphics are ok, I liked the backstory of the explorers, the castle and the magical stones. I also thought that the
puzzles were well paced, not too much all at once.
Occasionally I was frustrated when I couldnt find the missing gem, but I guess thats normal in an escapce room.
 I did notice a few objects floating in air and it seemed like the rotation of the objects in my hands was off. Maybe this is
because I am running a rift through steam. Maybe the game is optimised for vive. I dont know its just a little weird but no big
deal. Also some objects were stuck in the air when I threw them and I wanted to smash and break the pottery. But hey, you cant
have it all. In general I had a lot of fun and I would recommend this for fanst of escape room games.

. it's a good game, I'm youst to dark stuff but this game was just... WOW!. I don't know what those others are talking about. I
bought this, yah I didn't get a CD key but I looked at my mounts and styles and sure enough they were all there, dunno if this is
worth it's current price tag but it does actually work just look in game. The mounts are cool, the styles for the most part are cool,
haven't looked at the ally's yet but I will recommend it because the mounts look really nice in game.. My friends and I play the
sc2 version of this game pretty frequently so I had assumed that with more creative control this game would be an improvement
over that one. This game is listed as a work in progress and I would say that's very accurate. If you're a fan of the sc2 version I
would stick with that one for now.

A few suggestions:
- Better Tutorial - had I never played the sc2 version I would not have had a clue what was happening.
- Economic Improvements - Perhaps I missed something but the economic function of dumping additional resources seems to
be missing in this game, and is a core element of the other.
- Lack of unit\/race variation - Again, unless I really missed something there is 1 race and that's it.
- Clunky UI\/Graphics- My eyes were flying all over the place, couldn't make heads or tails of much to begin with based upon
the UI itself.
- "Go" Button - I really liked this feature, really speeds up gameplay. This would be really nice in the sc2 version where each
player might have the ability to "ready" up.

I'll keep an eye out for future updates, but for now this game is FAR from what I would personally consider a polished product.
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waste of 5 bucks. I thought this was jigsaw Mania - different name, different software. This version does not let you create your
own puzzle, or load your own image and is limitted to 12x12 size pieces, and has window size that is smaller than your monitors
resolution.

I never thought I would feel ripped off having spent only five dollars, but these guys managed to put that ripped off feeling into
me. AVOID - DO NOT BUY - RIPOFF!!!!!!. My advice is to try and fit as much of this game in your mouth as possible. It's
fantastic.

Let's talk a little, quickly, about the lane brawling and then I'll cover the elephant in the room. I think that lane brawling is
absolutely the tightest way to cram as much information on the screen as possible. Now, onto the elephant.

Castle Crashers.

This is not Castle Crashers. There are mechanical similarities, sure. But castle crashers was ultimately a game about mashing
attack while laughing. This is a game about timing, cooperation, and careful resource management. Lane brawling means that
the screen is far more legible and that player interaction can be a lot deeper. The characters are much more differentiated, with
hitboxing and charged abilities designed to create disjoint battlefield utility.. Great game for the money. Nice way to spen some
down time relaxing. The graphics are very well done, and the devs are always looking to make the game better and communicate
with the players. This game is worth every cent. I would recommend this game to everyone that wants to hack and slash and
have fun with their friends or by them selves at any time.. Who the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hell will spent nearly $10 for
4 songs....

oh wait... i will. anything for my imouto and nekos.

highly reccomended.
10\/10 must buy.

get your parents disappointed even more.

. just 80 mb and very fun to play with friends or against bots. I immediately got hooked on the story. I'm really enjoying this,
thumbs up!. SOMA is a story based Sci-Fi game that focuses mostly on setting a strong atmosphere while adding touches of
horror elements around it.

You spend most of the game walking around exploring the underwater lab you're in while occasionally dodging around some
less than friendly things that're hanging around. That's pretty much it. There's no inventory system or anything else going on.

The game features a strong plot and stories that remain interesting throughout. Some people seem to complain about the monster
segments but they aren't too frequent, keep you on your toes, and are a welcome break from the monotony that sets in from just
walking around finding stuff.

The only complaints I have are that some of the underwater walking sections can get a little confusing since you can't see too
well around you. Also, there were two spots I think where I needed to hit a button in order to advance and I simply missed
seeing those buttons, so I got stuck for a while before I finally noticed them. Game could've used some good puzzle segments,
any puzzles currently in the game are barely puzzles.

SOMA is a well made game. Whether you like it or not will probably come down to whether you enjoy the plot.. The
achievements don't work.
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